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GR3660-TB2

Up to

20TB

Big storage for video & photo.
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Thunderbolt 2.
The fastest, most versatile I/O in any desktop. Of any size.

UP TO

25x
FASTER THAN
FIREWIRE 800

Thunderbolt 2 technology in GR3660-TB2 is phenomenally fast. The two Thunderbolt 2 ports on GR3660TB2 features dual 20-Gbps channels for data transfer and that’s up to four times faster than USB 3.0. But
beyond speed, Thunderbolt gives you unprecedented expansion capabilities. You can daisy-chain as many
as six Thunderbolt devices to a single port.

The GR3660-TB2 built-in with three disk configuration modes: RAID 1 (Safe Mode), RAID 0
(Speed Mode), and JBOD (Two Independent Volumes) for you to choose according to your
needs.
JBOD function provides two independent disk data access convenience

JBOD
Mode

In this mode, you can install two disks that have different volumes and use them independently.There is no
RAID configuration and without special safety or speed differences. You can also use this mode in apply
with other STARDOM modules.

RAID
Mode

0
RAID

RAID 0 functionality increases storage speed and performance
The new GR3660-TB2 is equipped with RAID 0 storage mode, which enables user to attain up to 724MB/s
read speed with GR3660-TB2's Thunderbolt transmission interface. Whether it is used for searching and
editing photo galleries, or video editing and synthesis, it promises to deliver a smooth and easy operation.

The RAID 1 function provides fully automatic backup that ensures data
security

Mode

To maximize data protection. Data is written identically to both drive (Mirror) simultaneously. In the event of a

1

drive failure, the second drive will take over. RAID 1 provides the highest level of protection in hard drive
storage.
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Thunderbolt 2
With GR3660-TB2

Stylish and rugged
The GR3660-TB2 has a sleek exterior design that’ll never go out of style when placed next to your Mac. It’s also built
tough with three millimeter thickness aluminum to shield the enclosed drives durably and to dissipate the heat created
by the drives faster for the drives to work comfortably.

Removable design, use multiple hard drives flexibly
The GR3660-TB2 is a quadruple drive storage enclosure system that
supports the latest 3.5" and 2.5" SATA hard drives to deliver highcapacity data storage solutions. Featuring flawless structural design,
optimized internal configuration, and a durable aluminum casing to
protect your internal drives, the GR3660-TB2 is perfect for creative
and highly mobile professionals.

Environmentally friendly
GR3660-TB2 is made from highly recyclable aluminum and it
is also free of many harmful toxins which commonly present
in the desktop computer manufacturing process.

Advanced power management.
GR3660-TB2 is made from highly recyclable aluminum and it
is also free of many harmful toxins which commonly present
in the desktop computer manufacturing process.
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To help you complete your photography projects

With two ultrafast Thunderbolt 2 ports, you can build a photo studio around iMac and GR3660-TB2. Or take
them with you and import thousands of RAW images on location. Once your photos are on your computer,
editing in Aperture is faster and more responsive than before.
GR3660-TB2's RAID 0 mode lets you quickly browse large image libraries from external storage. So you
have instant access to any photo in your library.
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HDD Status Indicator
HDD tray key lock
Power Switch
Power Socket
Thunderbolt Connector
RAID Dip-switch
Hidden Reset Button
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Specification
Model No.

GR3660-TB2

Interface

Thunderbolt 2 Port x 2 ( up to 20 Gbps )

Compatible Drives

2 x 3.5" /2.5" SATA HDD/SSD ( up to 6 Gbps ) / Support large
volume up to 10TB

Storage Mode

2 x Independent ( JBOD ) / RAID 0 / RAID 1

Electrical and Operating
Requirements

* Line voltage: 100-240V AC
* Frequency: 50Hz to 60Hz, single phase
* Maximum continuous power: 60W
* Operating temperature: 50° to 95° F (10° to 35° C)
* Storage temperature: -4° to 113° F (-20° to 45° C)
* Relative humidity: 5% to 95% noncondensing

Cooling System

4 cm Low noise fan

Product Size and Weight

Height: 122 mm Width: 63 mm Depth: 244 mm Weight: 1.2 kg

Product Code

EAN：4711132864359 UPC：884826500339

Carton

8 pcs per carton

Package Accessories

* GR3660-TB2 Product Unit x1(Removable Tray x2)
* Thunderbolt Cable x1
* Power Cable x1
* Screws & Keys
* CD x1
* Foot Pad x4
* AC/DC Adapter x1
* Quick Installation Guide x1
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